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A comprehensive collection of visual resources to be used by Medical Physics Educators in helping Medical Physics Learners develop highly effective knowledge structures.

Provided with open and free access by the Sprawls Educational Foundation
www.sprawls.org/CONET
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Elements

Modeling of medical physics knowledge structures.

Association of structural elements with task or functions to be performed.

The educational process for developing effective knowledge structures.

Tutorials for medical physics educators on the concepts development of effective knowledge.

An open and shared resource (CONET) that can be used by medical physics educators around the world.

Distribution of the CONET resource both within the AAPM and around the world.
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**Value and Expected Outcomes**

A better understanding of physics knowledge structures for medical physics educators.

An enhancement to traditional medical physics educational programs.

Provide medical physics educators with opportunities to function at a higher professional level by sharing knowledge and experience.

Increased understanding of physics concepts (sensory, not symbolic).

Provides for increased interactivity between educators and learners.
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A comprehensive collection of visual resources to be used by Medical Physics Educators in helping Medical Physics Learners develop highly effective knowledge structures.

Provided with open and free access by the Sprawls Educational Foundation
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Publication in *Medical Physic International Journal* (IOMP)
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This will be followed by additional publications & presentations.
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